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1.Treatment of newly diagnosed transplant candidate patients. 

Currently, treatment of transplant candidate patients usually includes 3-6 cycles of 

induction therapy, ASCT and the possibility of consolidation followed by 

maintenance therapy. Several randomized trials, have shown that triplets of 

Bortezomib (Bz) based regimens, such as BzAD, BzCD or even better BzTD or 

BzLenD (90%PR with up to 30%CR) are significantly superior to VAD or TD. High 

dose therapy (HDT) followed by ASCT has been a standard of care for younger 

patients with multiple myeloma, however, this is been challenged by the favourable 

results obtained with “long-term” treatment with novel combinations (ie. Len + Dex 

+/- Proteasome inhibitors). Randomized trials comparing early versus late 

transplant are underway, but until these results become available we recommend 

the upfront transplant because: i. it significantly increases the CR rate obtained 

with novel drugs (suggesting that induction with novel agents and ASCT are 

complementary rather than alternative treatment approaches), ii. patients enjoy a 

long-term period free of treatment with excellent quality of life and iii. we know that 

patients relapsing  after ASCT usually respond to rescue therapies, while we do not 

yet know the efficacy of HDT after long term exposure to novel agents. The third 

step in this sequence of treatment is to use 2-3 courses of VTD or VRD 

consolidation in order to upgrade the quality of the response, including molecular 

responses that have been associated with longer PFS. Finally, the availability of 

novel agents (particularly those in oral formulations: thalidomide and lenalidomide) 

has renewed the concept of maintenance in an attempt to prolong the duration of 

the responses after transplant. The use of thalidomide maintenance has been 

associated with modest median prolongation in PFS and OS (6 months), together 

with toxicity and possibility more resistant relapses.  By contrast, leanlidomide 

maintenance has become a very attractive option based on the results of two 

recent randomized trials showing an 18 months improvement in PFS (42 vs 24 

months in the placebo arm) but only in one there is so far benefit in OS. Moreover a 

higher incidence of second primary malignancies was detected which requires close 

follow-up before it is recommended as an standard of care. Allogeneic 

transplantation should only be performed by experienced groups and within clinical 

trials, moreover, its role needs to be revisited integrating novel agents. 
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2. Treatment of newly diagnosed elderly and non transplant candidate 

patients. 

Melphalan + Prednisone(MP) has been the gold standard for over 40 years, 

however recent results based on the combination of MP with either Thalidomide or 

Bortezomib, and probably also with Lenalidomide, indicate that there are now  new 

standards of care for elderly MM patients. Six randomized trials have compared T 

+MP (MPT) vs MP and a meta-analysis has shown a  median 6 months prolongation 

in both PFS/TTP and OS. A randomized trial comparing MP vs Len+MP using Len 

only as part of the induction or also as maintenance has recently been completed: 

The results show a significantly longer PFS for the maintenance approach (31 vs 14 

and 12 months, respectively), however, so far no differences in OS are observed. 

The alternative to these MP combinations is the use of an alkylator free regimen 

such as  Len+Dex, particularly using low dose Dex  (2 year –survival probability of 

82% in patients > 65 years and a very good tolerability). BzMP has been compared 

with MP, and the Btz arm was associated with a longer TTP  (24 vs 16.6 months) 

and 13 months prolongation in OS (median after 5 years follow-up: 56,4 vs 43,1 

months).  Weekly and/or SC schedules of Btz followed by maintenance are 

associated with a reduction of peripheral neuropathy, large PFS (around 3 years) 

but OS data are still immature. In patients >75 years or with fragile condition it 

would be recommended to use modified regimens; ongoing studies will establish 

optimal dosing and treatment schedules for different populations with the aim of 

maximizing efficacy and improving tolerability. 

  

 


